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WEST WILTS FLYFISHERS GUILD                           
 

                     

 

Members of the Wild Trout Trust 

 

     Website: http://wwffg.t15.org/      

     JANUARY 2015 NEWSLETTER 
 

HAPPY NEW YEAR! 

Next Guild Meeting -  Wednesday February 11th – Annual General Meeting. 

 

-January’s Guild Meeting – ANNUAL QUIZ  NIGHT- 

Searching  QUESTIONS were recently ‘raised in the House’. An 

enthusiastic but nervously hesitant membership sat on the receiving end; 

pencils and ‘exam’ papers in hand, hoping the very next question would be 

easier than the previous few. Arch Question Masters, John and Richard 

prevailed over the inquisition. The setting and ‘House’ being the Guild 

meeting room, Interrogation Centre, Shaw Country House Hotel. A Shaw 

thing. 

Arranged into separate teams, the assembled members [a very good turn-

out on a filthy night] set to the tasks in hand. The ‘Fluff - Chuckers’ from 

last year had been given the elbow, and a transformation had taken place. 

Metamorphosis had occurred and new teams entitled, for example, ‘The 

West of Bradford’ bods emerged; ‘The Renegades’, ‘The Shrimps’, ‘The 
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Triploids’ and ‘The Woolly Buggers’ were among a few. [John and Richard 

had asked for witty and imaginative team names to be concocted!]  

Suffice it to say, the new Charlie Hebdo staff have little to fear about 

holding their jobs down from any future WWFFG competition!  

Appropriate chocolate-y prizes were handed out (and shared round) to 

the resulting winners. In a very close contest, the emergent victors were 

[surprisingly] ‘West of Bradford’. They were deliriously happy; having 

gained immortality, and no doubt feeling they had put themselves firmly 

on the map?  

ABU, Sharpes, Intrepid; Allcocks, Avon rods, fly reels and  Centre-Pin 

exhibits were all examined in our collective quest for team points. We did 

our best to tackle the tackle; got into quandaries over difficult fish ID; 

General Knowledge gave us palpitations, and in turn led us to beg answers 

to other associated and highly relevant questions - like….. ’What the Hell 

are we doing here?’.                                                                                        

The truth is it was, as usual, great fun and amusing to be a part of. Good 

humour and bawdy banter were afoot. Maybe even longer. I would like to 

say a sincere and very, very big THANK YOU to both John and Richard 

for all their hard work, and time, in presenting the evening (again) so 

capably. And of course for all the obvious fun we, the members, had in 

taking part. John Williams would be very proud of how well the evening 

went and the continued progress of our club. Meanwhile thank you also to 

the Committee, and once more to Richard and John.                              

We enjoyed it - a lot. 

                                                                                            Courtney Fish 

 

 

Sunday 22nd February  -  BANK CLEARING on the River Frome -

 Meet  Roger and the gang at 9:00am at Tellisford Bridge.  If you can’t 

manage 9:00am then please come along when you can, to help clear some 

of the winter debris from the banks. Thank you.  
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The WWFFG Newsletter would like to thank all Members who have 

contributed to its pages last year.                                                          

Please keep sending your articles and photos during 2015.                                      

Go On ….Put pen to paper   –   “all contributions gratefully received!” 

OoOoOoO 

Well, if the current icy conditions and the thought of going out with rods 

and bags leaving a warm fire behind is a bit daunting! Take a look at this 

Swedish guy’s video. Could he be ice fishing?….. 

(Ctrl and click) 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2913174/Friends-Sweden-cause-impressive-

explosion-attempting-ice-fish-fireworks.html#i-2ed677bea903901f 

 
 
Fishing In Winter Weather on Lakes & 
Reservoirs 
Time to get your winter thermals out and be aware that there is lots of 

fun to be had fishing this time of year.  Don't underestimate the pleasure 

of fishing in winter on lakes and reservoirs. Working your catch as it 

dives deep, even under ice, is a great sport. 

Bearing in mind, Rainbow Trout are after all, a coldwater fish - this means 

there is great fishing to be had just now. Even if a part of the lake is iced 
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over don't worry - you can have a great day’s sport, even playing fish as 

they dart under the ice!  

The techniques to be used are to fish slow and deep. Effective natural 

patterns are the Green Damsel with Blue Tinsel (recently demonstrated 

by Andy at our first fly-tying session) and Green Damsel Nymph, which 

are always fishable flies however small the patterns. They are deadly at 

this time of year particularly Bloodworms and Buzzers, as the midge is 

the only fly that hatches 365 days per year. 

 

It is only the cold rain and hail which can push fish down in the water and 

stop them feeding. Changes in weather conditions can often stimulate fish 

into feeding, because of changes in atmospheric pressure. Light rain or a 

warm shower on a cold day can trigger hatches of insects and get fish 

feeding. Sun can also trigger feeding on a cold or dull day. When there 

are no clouds and it’s sunny, fish go deeper because they have no eyelids 

and can be dazzled by the sunlight. 

 

Washing line rigs can be extremely productive just now. Fish deep on a 

sinking or intermediate line with the Blob, for example the Tan  3D 

Blob at the point, lifting the leader in the water, a buzzer on the middle 

dropper and bloodworm on the lower dropper so it fishes closest to the 

bottom where the natural bloodworm is found. 

                                                                                                                        

N.B.  TV BBC4  TUESDAY 27TH JANUARY 2015 AT 21.00 

The Art of Flytying     ‘Kiss The Water’ 

An unconventional documentary exploring the creation, use and influence 

of fishing flies, featuring some hand-painted animation scenes. The 

programme focuses on Megan Boyd, who fashioned objects from 

feathers, fur, silver and gold - simultaneously beautiful and lethal - which 

were used by men and women in northern Scotland to catch Atlantic 

salmon. In this film, the facts and fictions of Boyd's life are spun in a 

meditation about solitude, love and its illusions.                             

Narrated by Gerda Stevenson, Richard Poe and Eric Steel. 
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Lures, Snakes & Fry Doing the Business In Cold Weather 
 

 

 

In January’s cold weather, trout are really energised and will chase lures 

and streamers. Basically the trout are fattening up to help to overwinter 

and would rather put their energy into one good boost of food, so will go 

for the fry.  

 

 Snakes and leeches are particularly effective at the moment. Being such 

a nice long lure that look like fry (the black and olive are really hot!) they 

are almost irresistible to the fish. That said, any of the fry types such 

as epoxy minnows are ideal too. The epoxy minnow collection as shown 

below is really rather handy just now! 
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WWFFG Trophy Winners 2014 

Winners will be presented with their Trophies at the      

February 11th  2015
  
AGM Meeting. 

1.HENDERSON TROPHY      Heaviest Bag from Blagdon 

Event cancelled 

  

2.NYEFORD TROPHY.   Heaviest brown trout caught during the 2014 season  

Robert Eadie...4lbs.10ozs at Manningford for Christmas Hamper competition 

 

3.BILL AVON SHIELD  Heaviest rainbow trout caught during the year 2014   

Maurice Dyer  caught at Bushyleaze , a great fish of 7lb 5oz! 

 

4.SPINNAKER CUP   Heaviest bag caught at Sutton Bingham. 

Alan Kerr……6lbs.11oz 

 

5.D&J RIDOUT SHIELD        Heaviest bag at Bushyleaze Lake 

Andy Greatwood....11lbs.1oz.          

 

6.J.TURK SHIELD    Heaviest bag at Avon Springs Fishery, Durrington 

Alan Kerr........10lbs.11ozs 

 

7.The Tam Pearce CHEW BOAT CUP    Heaviest bag at the Chew Boat Outing 

Robert Eadie....13lbs.08ozs 

    

8.BLAGDON MUG   Heaviest fish from Blagdon during the 2014 season.... 

Unclaimed 

 

9.RIVER BROWN TROPHY    Heaviest river brown 2014 season. 

Roger Henderson – 1lb 4oz at Tellisford 

 

9a.The Fullingbridge 'Ron Douch Tankard' -  Heaviest bag of the first two fish 

caught at the Fullingbridge Barbeque Afternoon  

Chris Holt - 2lbs.11ozs 
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10.VIC WILLCOX MEMORIAL TROPHY  Guild member who in the Chairman's 

opinion has done most in the past year (2014) to benefit the Guild.  

Robert Eadie 

11.PRESIDENTS FLY DRESSING TROPHY  Senior Fly Dressing 

Trophy not entered 

  

12.JEFF RAWLE MEMORIAL SHIELD     Novice's Fly-Dressing 

 Trophy not entered 

  

13.RON LONG MEMORIAL TROPHY     Annual Photographic Competition judged at 

the Guild Dinner by the Ladies.    Maurice Dyer 

(Maurice won with not one but two of his photos!) 

           

 

See all Competition entries on the  ‘Gallery ‘ page on our Website 

 

14.WILF SLEIGHTHOLME TELLISFORD SHIELD largest seasonal catch on River 

Frome.  Roger Henderson.  

 

                                  A nice Frome Brownie caught by Roger 
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15.SLEIGHTHOLME  LONG  CUP   

Trophy not entered 

  

16.CHRISTMAS HAMPER COMPETITION - Manningford Fishery 

Robert Eadie...7lbs.13ozs. 

 

             

HAPPY FISHING……BOB 

N.B.  Here’s one from Malcolm…… 

 

 

 

 


